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My Words to the Magazine

Mongolian Business-Economy Union and the Japanese Management Association have 

a very profound and elaborate relationship that has been going on for more than 10 years 

continuously. We have an established tradition of holding annual scientific symposiums in 

Mongolia and Japan respectively. Our next symposium will be held in Japan.

To mention some of the most significant topics of our past symposiums from the year 2000 

until today will be “Management Issues of Mongolian and Japanese Enterprises”, “Business & 

Production Issues at the age of Changing Natural Environment”, “Production Industry and Issues 

of Natural Environment & Resource”, “Co-existence of Natural Environment & Production 

Industry”, “Sustainable Development”, “Natural Environment & Human Development”. 

It must be noted that the most influential figures and people of our two countries 

participate in the annual symposiums: economists, doctors, professors, scientists of various 

field, researchers, academic representatives of prestigious universities and banking & financial 

institutions. Through thoughtful exchange of views and suggestions based on the speeches by 

the delegates and true scientific ideas we come to the final conclusion of each symposium that 

is to become a substantial contribution to the development of economy, progress of new ideas 

and solutions to the critical issues of business, management and modern world tendencies. All 

reports, speeches, new ideas and solutions are compiled into a single volume of scientific and 

research work.

Our symposium is not only a scientific conference, it is also a great opportunity for all to 

learn more about the culture, custom and history of our nations. It allows us to develop a closer 

human relationship and friendship as well as deepens our mutual understanding. 

Many of our joint new ideas and solutions had a significant influence and delivered their 

own fruits for numerous companies, business people and further more it had a certain impact 

on the economic and administration policy and direction of our governments.  But I think the 

biggest achievement of our co-operation is surely our joint efforts that contribute a lot to the 

strengthening of Mongolia-Japan friendship and into the ever expanding business and economic 

co-operation between our two nations.

I wish to express my deepest gratitude to the Magazine for letting me to have my words on 

your page. Best of wishes and Thank you all!
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